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Theory of Knowledge
Certainty, Doubt, and Belief



Philosophy
“Love of Wisdom” (“I wanted to major in everything.”)

• Classical divisions


• Natural (descriptive  — what is) — Discovery


• Moral (prescriptive — what ought to be — presupposes freedom) — Guidance


• Commonly recognized divisions today


• Ethics


• Aesthetics


• “Philosophy of . . .” (Mind, Law, Science, Language, Math, Religion, Government, Education, etc.)


• Logic


• Metaphysics


• Epistemology
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Heracleitus, c. 500 BC.

“Men who love wisdom must be 
inquirers into very many things indeed.” 
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Methods and Characteristics
Rigorous, Critical, “Never final”; Sometimes dangerous

• “Discussion is the philosopher’s laboratory.”


• Open minded; specific tools and rules for their use


• Reason


• Spirit of detached inquiry


• Logic might be the purest form


• And it’s pretty amazing what artfully deployed logic can reveal . . .


• Seeking consistency and adequacy


• And evidence (Experience)


• Sense-data


• What counts as good evidence?


• If this sounds a bit like modern science, well . . . 
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Epistemology
Studies belief; “Theory of knowledge”

• Disclaimer: Requires compartmentalization or “bracketing”


• We are using the object measured to measure the object — best to be careful


• Some forms of regress may be looming — thinking about thinking; beliefs about beliefs


• The homunculus problem 


• Some such hazards seem unavoidable but should be borne in mind


• Focus is on analysis and justification of propositions (“bearers” of truth or falsity)


• Analysis:  Seeking clarity; necessary and sufficient conditions; precision


• Justification: Why hold the belief? What’s the mode of acquisition?
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Propositions
Claiming to know

• Stated declaratively


• A judgment expressed in language


• Clearly understandable by others


• This point bears more discussion — stay tuned


• “Triangles have three sides.”  OK


• “Herman is a hero.” Not OK; requires analysis


• “I am on William and Mary’s campus.” OK


• “I am not on William and Mary’s campus.” OK


• “Is President Abraham Lincoln dead?” NOT OK


• “Close the door.” NOT OK
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Some interesting propositions
of the sort we will encounter 

• A tangible world is less real than a purely intelligible one 


• Math is more real than physics


• A tangible world is more real than a purely intelligible one


• Physics is more real than math


• God would never deceive us


• Everyone has their own truth


• We can know the world as it really is
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Black Death — propositions regarding how caused
What we know, Oct 1348, Medical Faculty Univ. of Paris

: Therefore we say that the distant and first cause of this pestilence was and is a certain configuration in the heavens. In the year of our Lord 1345, at precisely one hour past noon on the twentieth day of the month of March,2 there was a major conjunction [lining-up] of three higher planets in Aquarius. Indeed, this conjunction, together with other prior conjunctions and eclipses, being the present 
cause of the ruinous corruption of the air that is all around us, is a harbinger of mortality and famine and many other things besides…

“Therefore we say that the distant and first cause of this pestilence was and is a certain configuration in 
the heavens. In the year of our Lord 1345, at precisely one hour past noon on the twentieth day of the 
month of March, there was a major conjunction [lining-up] of three higher planets in Aquarius. Indeed, this 
conjunction, together with other prior conjunctions and eclipses, being the present cause of the ruinous 
corruption of the air that is all around us, is a harbinger of mortality and famine and many other things 
besides…” (John Aberth, The Black Death: The Great Mortality of 1348-1350; 41ff.)
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Cascading effects
Stories we tell ourselves regarding our beliefs

• Tightly related to other aspects of the cognitive “web”


• For example, if I am sure astrological signs predict certain sorts of events


• When I observe that sort of event I attribute it to the signs


• Dissonance interacts with the web


• Assimilate


• Accomodate


• Especially (but not by any means limited to) metaphysical propositions
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Metaphysics and Epistemology
We will necessarily encounter

• “Realism”


• (M) World external to me exists;


• (E) I can know about it as it really is


• “Idealism”


• (M) The external world just is ideas;


• (E) I can know ideas


• Is math invented? Is it discovered?
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Knowledge — provisional analysis
“Justified true belief” *

• Necessary conditions for knowing


• Belief


• Truth


• Justification


• Our concentration


• Strength and source of belief are not relevant


• Adequacy and consistency are relevant


• * Gettier problems  — can a true belief be justified by relying on a false belief?
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Justification
Two general sorts

• We are concerned with how confident we can be in any given belief


• Consider these claims


• “The sun always rises in the east.” 


• “If A = B, and B = C, then A = C.”


• Are these claims justified in different ways?
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Now let us notice
Something important — will become more clear as we proceed

• Empirical (evidence-based) propositions are “justified” by experience


• Discovered through “sensory” investigation — “exterior” from the mind


• Most of our common everyday claims, and used to justify many everyday choices


• Contingent; we could discover something new through observation; “could be otherwise”


• Propositions in math and classical logic are “justified” mentally, as “relations of ideas”


• Fundamental in a way that empirical claims are not


• Do not need sense data — “interior” to the mind — intrinsic aspects of reality?


• If true, necessarily so (could not be false)
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Now on to a bit more technical geeky stuff
Fundamental laws of thought (obvious, when you think about them)

• Identity: X is X


• “Rover is Rover”


• Excluded middle: Everything is either X or (not-X)


• “Any given entity is either Rover or non-Rover”


• Non-contradiction: Not (both X and not-X)


• “If this entity is Rover, it is not (not Rover)”
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Justification relies on . . .
. . . rationality or observation (usually both) in everyday life

• Herman holds this belief:


• “A triangle’s interior angles always sum to 180 degrees.”


• There is no way to prove this via sampling. At best, he could support 
“some,” but . . . 


• . . . even then, he will encounter variation. The perfect sum is not 
observable


• Herman, accordingly, relies on postulates and logical (mathematical) proof


• This is an exercise in “pure reason”
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Justification, continued
Sense-data

• Herman also holds this belief:


• “All swans are white.”


• Justified by observing (sampling) swans; requires data


• A falsifiable claim  — one counterexample is enough


• (Falsifiability is a strength, as absence of contrary but pertinent data “strengthens” the 
justification)


• “We’ll have an eclipse on a certain day” if we do not, my theory is wrong.”


• “All human behavior reflects perceived self-interest.”


• Statistics may help, but the “all” remains unobserved
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Necessity and contingency . . .
. . . or why it’s often a challenge to get clarity, certainty, and truth

• Necessary propositions cannot be denied without contradiction — “Triangles have three sides.”


• To deny them is logically impossible (though that does little to stop some people from doing it) 

• Reliable; one may “rest assured”


• Rely on “coherence”


• Contingent propositions can be denied without contradiction — “All swans are white.”


• Just because they are contingent  — things could be otherwise


• This makes them less reliable


• Some have been widely believed, but shown to be false


• Rely on “correspondence”
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Protagoras
490-420 BCE
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Subjective relativism (and a demonstration of method)
This is not a new area of study; problems and responses

• “Presocratic” sophists and Plato  


• “Of all things, the measure is man. Of the things that are, that they are, and 
of the things that are not, that they are not.” (Protagoras fragment in 
Freeman. Ancilla to the Pre-Socratic Philosophers, 60).


• Or, “each of us has our own truth; what is true for me may not be true for 
you.”


• Plausible?
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Socrates
469-399 BCE
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Socrates and Protagoras
From Plato’s Theatetus

• Are some of us wiser than others?


• If not, why does Protagoras teach?


• If so, then some of us must “measure” improperly (“one’s “truth” may in fact be 
false”)


• Exploiting conflicting beliefs


• Classic Socratic maneuver — a reductio ad absurdum 

• The reduction does not directly show how to justify belief, but . . .


• . . . it does indicate that at least some beliefs are unjustified if others are justified
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The reductio
is an exercise in logic

• Protagoras is not shown to be incorrect, exactly


• Rather, something more like inconsistent with his other assertions in the “web”


• His claim shows up today in the form of relativism


• Proposition P: “What’s true for me may not be true for others.”


• Does P apply to all beliefs?


• If so, P must itself be relative; untrue for some


• If not, some truths may not be relative
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So maybe we need a bit of analysis 
Could it be that each of us has our own perceptions?

• Seems plausible prima faciae


• And maybe perception grounds empirical knowledge


• Two of us travel to Paris and turn on the news broadcast


• One of us perceives intelligible information


• The other perceives noise


• If we interpret knowledge in terms of perception, it seems we experience the world differently


• Are some perceptions more “truthy” than others?


• We’ll revisit this issue later
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Well, what does “having a truth” mean?
Do some analysis

• It looks like we can agree on the fundamentals of logic


• The reflexivity of claims regarding “all beliefs” should be borne in mind


• There’s also something going on that does seem relative to individuals


• Perceptions vary in the Paris example


• Do sensations?


• Try a recording; learn some French and listen again


• Same sounds; differing perceptions, but after learning French?
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Sense as a touchstone
Seems reliable in a way that perception may not be

• Sense-data (the five senses)


• Seems something we have in common with animals


• Maybe even other forms of life


• A way to “ground” truth?


• Well, there’s another issue from the Ancients . . .
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Heracleitus
540-480 BCE

jdhomrighausen@wm.edu
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Does knowledge grounded in sensation last?
Knowing the dynamic world

• “It is not possible to step twice into the same river.” (Freeman, APSP, 31)


• If we ground knowledge in empirical observation, 


• and all that we observe is in constant change,


• will our knowledge will be temporary at best?


• Is empirical “knowledge” always fleeting?


• Is it therefore impossible to know anything about the real world?
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Sense-data and permanence
If everything we observe is changing, can we know anything?

• Let’s discuss this problem


• Does it apply to all of our claims to know?


• Just how does stuff change?


• “When is a cookie not a cookie”?


• Human identity?


• Questions of substance and form
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Democritus
c. 460-370 BCE

• “Sweet exists by convention, bitter by convention, color by convention; 
atoms* and the Void (alone) exist in reality.”


• The distinction here is between substance and quality (subject and 
predicate)


• “Qualities” are “by convention”


• To discover what is genuine requires “finer investigation” (dividing, or 
“analysis”


• * “A-tom” translates roughly as “un-cut”; the “final analysis”?
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“This is a what”
To know is to match appropriate predicates to a subject?

• Consider “feeling sick”


• A set of signs and symptoms is observed


• Doctor finds a diagnosis by “fitting” observations to a known pattern


• Works at the level of a given human


• At the level of organs


• At the level of cells


• At the level of molecules
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The diseased individual
Is diagnosed

• . . . As bearing certain qualities


• “This patient” is suffering from “some pattern with a name”


• In this example, to “know” is to match an individual to a “form”


• And the same might be said for organs, cells, molecules, etc.


• Is expert knowledge grounded here?


• Is knowledge therefore a form of re-cognition?
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Plato
429-347 BCE 
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Plato’s Systematic Idealism
Knowledge, forms, and anamnesis

• Individuals come and go; forms are permanent


• Knowledge and the “thing known” interpenetrate


• Errors are abundant


• Mutability/Immutability offers a way through them 


• The “ah - ha!” (Meno)


• Allegory of the cave


• Forms and unity between the knower and the thing known
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Plato
“Divided line” (Republic, Book VII, 509d - 511e)

“Knower” Thing known

Noesis 
(Understanding)

To noeton 
(Intelligibles) Forms

Dianoia 
(Mathematical 

reasoning)

To noeton 
(Intelligibles) Forms

Pistis 
(Belief) Physical objects Sensible

Eikasia 
(Imagination/

Illusion) 
Images Sensible

HIGHER IS MORE WORTHY OF BEING CALLED “KNOWING”


REQUIRES EFFORT TO ASCEND


HIGHER “ILLUMINATES” LOWER

Higher is more worthy of being called “knowing”


Higher is more real (more permanent)


Takes substantial effort to ascend the line


Dialectical method; “drive” for understanding


Higher illuminates lower
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Implications
Genuine knowledge is ideal knowledge

• The “sensible” may instantiate the intelligible, but


• Only in the sense of copying a form


• That copy may be better or worse


• Reflected isn our language: “Health-y”; “fit”; “good shape”


• A musical composition played with more/less fidelity (Audible math)


• The just state; politics in the “real world”


• The real is the ideal; immutable and uncontaminated by “accidental qualities” (confounds)


• Must sift through the noise to find the signal
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It’s been said that . . . 
. . . all philosophy is a series of footnotes to Plato (A. N. Whitehead)

• Aspects of idealism remain alive and well


• Closely associated with the epistemic tradition of Rationalism


• Tends to be “continental”; Descartes, Leibniz, Hegel


• We’ll be developing this line of thinking over 2,500 years into the moderns


• But first, let us bring Plato’s most famous student on stage
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Aristotle
384-322 BCE
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Sensing and inferring 
Observation as central tenet of knowing — empiricism

• Our mental vision is “like an owl’s eyes at noonday” (Alpha the less)


• Serious beliefs require evidence; “I’ll believe it when I see it.”


• All of what we call commonly call “ basic science” reduces to observations


• The “sensible” is the touchstone


• We can get to patterns through the senses and a bit of thought


• Do we have evidence of “the forms” in these terms?
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“Forms” get a new name (sorta): Universals
And particulars

• A shift away from “idealism” to “realism”


• “Inverts” Plato’s concept of what actually has being


• Logical concerns with Plato’s idealism


• Do the forms have a form? Regression worries.


• Is there a form for everything? Mud?


• Getting “grounded”; sense-data regarding individuals (particulars) is the pivot


• We then generalize to the universals


• Crucially, universals depend upon particulars


• Processes in nature involve a substrate changing from one form into another


• A chair’s form vs. individual chairs
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Various ways of understanding a chair’s being
Aristotle’s four “causes” — still in use today

• 1) Material


• What is it “made of”?


• Remember literal analysis?


• Seeking the “substance”


• If we know the material cause, do we know what a chair is?
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2) Efficient
What we sometimes call “proximate” cause

• How did it come into being?


• A “cabinetmaker” created it


• Using the material


• Note that the material used can vary
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3) Formal
The pattern

• The material is shaped into a form


• By the efficient cause


• How well this is accomplished varies


• To know the craft of chair-making is to know how to select and shape material 
into a form


• Compare to buying a completed chair
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4) Final
The functional 

• The material, efficient, and formal causes unify 


• To serve a functional requirement


• People need a place to sit


• The chair may serve this requirement to varying degrees of success


• And that degree of success inspires improvements in material, efficient, and 
formal causes
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Corollary metaphysical aspects for fun
The chair and associated universals (or, life, the universe, and everything)

• It may be a while since you wondered,


• “What’s it all about?”


• Etiological accounts


• “Where there is no first term there is no explanation at all.”


• We have to arrive at some unexplained term


• Material and efficient (Mom and Dad, and the precedent chain of ancestors)


• These lead to a regress or to something supernatural


• We seek an “unmoved mover, or “first cause”
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Aristotle’s inversion of the question
Teleology — still in active intellectual play today

• The “moved” can indeed be understood by “movers”


• Cause and effect over time,


• But there’s that blasted regress, a leap to the supernatural, or a shrug


• Accordingly, “un-ask” the question


• Reframe in terms or “to” instead of “from”


• Final cause (eudaemonia); links to modern conceptions of evolution


• Entelechy — purposefulness
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Substance (Particulars)
and quality

• “It seems most distinctive of substance that what is numerically one and the 
same is able to receive contraries. In no other case could one bring forward 
anything, numerically one, which is able to receive contraries.” (Categories, 
4a10)


• In other words, only the particular can bear contraries over time. “[A]n 
individual man — one and the same— becomes pale at one time and dark at 
another, and hot and cold . . . .”.
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Essence and accident
A few more helpful distinctions

• For a set of instantiations, we’ll find variety


• Humans, for example, vary in age, sex, height, weight, hair and eye color, 
etc.


• Whatever it is that makes them human cannot vary if we are to know what it 
is to be human


• That’s the essence (essential quality)


• Closely related to universal



Another approach to analysis
General and specific

• The vexing problem of precise definition


• The problem of “the one and the many”


• Humans are “one” in some aspect(s) but not in others


• To know an individual very well might be to know the particular only


• But knowing that particular only loses the universal relationships


• Analysis (division) must save essence while remaining accurate


• Taxonomies


• Genus and species


• “Featherless biped”


• “Rational animal”



Prior and posterior analytics
A temporal and logical distinction

• Another critical way Aristotle distinguished sorts of knowing


• Prior to (sensory) experience (a priori)


• Math, logic, much of metaphysics


• After (sensory) experience (a posteriori)


• Garnered through observation


• Where is ethical knowledge in this scheme? 



St. Augustine of 
Hippo
354-430



The lens of religion
Knowledge and some foreshadowing

• The love of wisdom must include trying to know God


• Problems: Scripture’s inconsistencies, problem of evil, etc.


• Believe in order to understand


• Reason and faith harmonize


• Interpret Bible allegorically


• Revelation and reason uncover the same truths


• Evil as “distance” from God


• Modern “Natural Law” 
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Augustine (Neoplatonic aspects)
Doubt and certainty

• A person doubting


• Is certain that she is doubting


• Sensory data is the least certain — continual change


• Do not say “is”; instead say “appears”


• Knowledge of God is the highest sort: God bathes “eternal objects” such as 
math in the light of reason



God’s existence
 The Ontological argument from Anselm (c. 1033-1109)

• 1) God is that than which nothing greater can be conceived


• 2) If (1) can be thought, God must exist


• (Because a merely conceptual God is less great than an actually existing God)


• Gaunilo’s objection — Conceiving of a perfect island does not imply its 
existence


• Anselm’s reply: Nonexistence of Being cannot be thought. God has necessary 
being.



St Thomas Aquinas
1225-1274



Medieval teleological worldview
Christianizing Aristotle

• Philosophy and theology are mutually reinforcing; universe is a sacrament


• Philosophy discovers principles through Reason


• Theology orders them according to revelation; “Natural Theology”


• God creates everything for a purpose; explanation is discovering the “final 
cause”


• Human salvation


• Science is ultimately religious



“Design” 
from Thomas Aquinas

• Even things lacking a mind act for an “end”


• This is evident from their acting in a way which nearly always achieves the 
best results.


• That means there must be design in play


• A design requires a designer


• Therefore, the universe must have been designed by God
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